Article Processing Charges (APCs)
Publishers will usually charge Article Processing Charges (APCs) for open‐access publishing. On the invoice,
APCs are often described as ‘Article Processing Charge’, ‘APC’, ‘Open Access’, ‘Processing Cost’, ‘Publishing
Fee’ or a combination of the above. APCs are charged on top of general publication charges such as excess
charges for additional pages, colour, cover, or services like language editing.
Please register the costs that are charged for open access in PURE, under ‘Article Processing Charge (APC)’:

 Choose: ‘Not set’ when the publication is open access, but you don’t know how much was charged for open
access. You can recognize an open‐access publication by the information on the publication itself, usually
on the first page. Open‐access publications have a licence for re‐use and the authors hold the copyright.
Often, you will even see ‘This is an open access publication’:

 Choose: ‘No’ when (1) the publication is not open access or (2) the publication is open access, but no APCs
were charged, for example because the authors received a 100% discount.

 Choose: ‘Yes’ when the publication is open access and APCs were charged:

‐> Underneath ‘APC amount in paid currency’, fill in the amount to be paid (including VAT and discounts)
and the currency as stated on the invoice.
‐> Underneath ‘APC amount’, fill in the amount in euros that was actually paid (if known).

Help and Support
More detailed instructions on how to use Pure Research
Information are available in various Pure manuals. Access the
manuals from the bottom right corner of the screen at any
time when logged into Pure Research Information (Hover
over ‘Help and Support’ and click ‘Pure Manual’.
From here, click the manual best matching your question(s).
Also a link to Pure‐FAQ’s is listed here to help you make the
best use of Pure Research Information.

